
Present Perfect Passive Form

Name: Date: __/__/20__

Almost all my grandfather's private letters ______________________.1.
(destroy)

have been destroyed

They take great pleasure in rolling in clean snow, especially after or during
a journey, or when they _____________________ in a house during the
night.

2.

(confine)
have been confined

How much the capital ___________________ since that time the minister
best knows.
3.

(reduce)
has been reduced

No one denies that the crime _____________________.4. (commit)has been committed

These have brought before me scores and hundreds of letters, in which
every shade of the great passion _______________________.
5.

(represent)has been represented

Some of the following cases _____________________ for the sake of
showing that, when a slight departure from the rule occurs, the child is
affected somewhat earlier in life than the parent.

6.

(select)

have been selected

It __________________ before, and cannot be too much attended to.7.
(hint)

has been hinted

Many a man's destiny ___________________ by nothing apparently more
grave than a pretty face on the opposite side of the street and a couple of bad
companions round the corner.

8.

(settle)

has been settled

A similar behaviour _________________ in the case of other substances.9.
(find)

has been found

Others are lighter-coloured; and individuals ___________________ that
were nearly white.
10.

(kill)
have been killed

This thing __________________________ by our learned men.11.
(not/understand)

has not been understood

I cannot stay with you-truly I cannot, I _____________________ long
since.
12.

(expect)
have been expected
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The great unifying power ______________________.13. (discover)has been discovered

Certain special aims of history ______________________.14. (advocate)have been advocated

It ________________ that unsettled questions have no pity for the repose
of nations.
15.

(say)
has been said

I _________________ that I am like my grandfather in looks and in voice;
but it is years since I have seen any one who knew him well.
16.

(tell)
have been told

I will not plead for a life whose end ____________________.17. (attain)has been attained

Improvements in the process _________________ in almost every
number, and we are now assured of a brilliant and useful future.
18.

(make)
have been made

Whenever I have found it necessary to give numerous details, in support
of any proposition or conclusion, small type ________________.
19.

(use)has been used

It ___________________ home to me only too painfully of late.20. (bring)has been brought
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